HYSO Audition Excerpts – Trumpet

IVES: Variations on 'America': Variation V

Suggested Equipment: Bb Cornet/Trumpet or C Trumpet
Character: Cornet Virtuoso Style, Light, Agile
Special Notes: For an audition, the player plays both the 1st and 2nd parts as one complete solo. Tonguing should be crisp and short. Slurred spots should be as fluid as the tongued spots are crisp. The ascending lines (bars 7, 9 & 10) should have slight crescendos.

Over Please
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 2: 1st Movement

Suggested Equipment: Bb or C Trumpet
Character: Noble, Sustained
Special Notes: The challenge of this excerpt is to not allow the wide skips to affect the melodic flow or smoothness of crescendo. The tonguing should be distinct enough to define the articulation, but still legato. The dynamic peak of the first passage should be the final note, taking care not to make it too short. The second passage is from the very end of the first movement.
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